
The barbed wire circle entightens
Severity and integration: these are the two keywords reafirmed by Minniti, the Italian Minister of Interior, about 
the immigration subject. Severity against the economic migrants, who wouldn’t have the title to remain in Italy; 

integration for the ones escaping from conlicts.
ByBy reafirming these two principles, also the PD’s (Partito Democratico – Democratic Party) mayor of Modena 
agreed with the new managing program of migration control. A program set with a decree, planning that the old 
lagers – the CIE (Sites for Identiication and Expulsion) – conversion in CPR (Sites for Permanence and 
Repatriation). These new facilities are characterized for being spread out on all national territory, containing a 
total amount of 1600 persons, and smaller, to be better supervised and managed, also far from city center, and 
far away from the gazes of the calm and subdued citizens. Actually, there is nothing new comparing with the old 

CIEs, except for the name.
AccordingAccording to what has been learned, with the reopening of the CIE in July, the PD’s city council of Modena pointed 
again to the need of a model of immigration policy reception to make effective the repatriation measures, and the 
intention to make this effective with the detention in the new sites with the guarantee of expulsion, but without 
moving energy and staff members from the law enforcement, employed in the daily oppression inner the 

national borders.
ThisThis model rationalizes the oppression forces that are ielded. And above all, it assure proit affairs to those 
cooperatives and institutions which organize these structures and procedures, like Poste Italiane, with its 

company Mistral Air, manages the forced repatriation of irregular migrants. 
InIn Modena some cooperatives had already obtained a contract for the management of the structures for the 
asylum-sekeers: in pole position there is ‘Consorzio Cooperative Sociali – Caleidos’ – which manages the buiding 
for migrants in via delle Costellazioni (Costellazioni road). In evaluation phase for a new assignement by the 
Prefecture there are the ‘Leone Rosso’ cooperative and the ‘Associazione Centro Sociale Giovanni XXII’ 

association (this last one is Catholic).
CooperativesCooperatives like these are in business also hiring some migrants in ‘voluntarily jobs’ (not payed) as the last one 
called: ‘gli occhi della Municipale’ (‘the eyes of the Local Police’), and it consists in complementing the Local 
Police to control and report illegal cases... (for example other people without the ‘right permissions’ to stay in 

Italy, would be enclosed and repatriated).
WithWith continuous operations like these, it’s not dificult to igure out the results: patrolled streets in every corner 
by human and electronic eyes, the neighbourhood control ready to inform police about every single paranoia, 
mute, lower head people devoted to feed rulerss wallets, marginalization and imprisonment for who puts 

another way of living in practice.
To whom don’t want to play the game of masters and their slavers, or the game of fascist and police that would 

like to see exploited people separated and one against the other.
ToTo whom don’t believe in opening new lagers or implementing militarization or in enclosing in national borders, 
and whom believe that making this means attacking the freedom of everyone; to whom know that the matter 
isn’t obtaining ‘more human’ prisons or ‘more open’ frontiers or ‘more digniied’ job, but the probelm is in every 

one of these inner workings.
To whom clearly knows who are the guilty ones for the present misery, and to whom don’t want to sit and watch 

all this.
To solidarize and organize between unwanted ones is possible; to strike is necessary
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